
CHOLULA

003077 - Sauce Hot Cholula Original
Cholulas distinctive flavor comes from carefully selected piquin and arbol peppers which deliver just the right amount of heat, and a signature
blend of signature spices. 	Cholula Original Hot Sauce is an authentic Mexican hot sauce that delivers versatility to your menu, pairing well with
dishes from all day parts  from frittatas to tacos, sliders and signature drinks. 	Cholula Hot Sauces are easy to use  the 5-ounce container is
great for front-of-house applications. 	Cholula is made in Jalisco, Mexico, from a century-old recipe and was introduced into the U.S. in 1989.
Show your patrons your commitment to serving the very best, down to the condiments you offer.
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INGREDIENTS: WATER, PEPPERS
(ARBOL & PIQUIN), SALT, ACETIC
ACID, XANTHAN GUM
(THICKENER), SPICES, APPLE
CIDER VINEGAR, GARLIC
POWDER & NATURAL FLAVOR.

May Contain:

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

CHOLULA McCormick Corporate Sauces

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

901614665 003077 00049733010191 24 24 / ea

Gross Weight Net Weight Catch Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

0.7lb 0.34lb No MEX Yes No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

1.88in 1.88in 7.4in 0.02ft3 18x6 600DAYS 50°F / 80°F

To maintain the freshest flavor and color,
Cholula Original Hot Sauce should be stored in a
cool, dry place away from exposure to heat,
humidity, moisture and direct sunlight. Cholula
Original Hot Sauce has a shelf life of 600 days.

Cholula Original Hot Sauce delivers just the right amount of fiery
heat from our exclusive blend of piquin peppers and chiles de
arbol and distinctive flavor from our signature spices. Use on:
Southwestern Crab & Cheese Frittata 	Mahi-Mahi Tacos with Black
Bean & Corn Salsa 	Roasted Corn Crab Cakes with Cholula Beurre
Blanc 	Chicken and Waffles Sliders 	Signature cocktails like Ice
Hot Lemonade, Spiced Sangria and Bloody Maria

No preparation necessary. Cholula Original
Hot Sauce is ready to use to give distinctive
flavor and just the right amount of fiery
heat to dishes from all day parts  from
breakfast frittatas to tacos, sliders, chicken
wings and signature drinks.
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